
   STATION I. Introduction to Sample Processing 
 

1.) While taking the one sample straw at a time, grab a wooden mount and label 
it according to the tree ID in hand, and date the sample was collected.  

2.) Carefully take the sample out of the particular straw and place it into the 
mount as directed (the shiny/rough side of the core is the side of the 
tracheids, and should be placed parallel to the mount, facing you.) 

 
3.) Wrap the ends of the samples in masking tape, as well as extra wraps of tape 

1 inch apart. This is so the tree core does not warp over night. Place the 
samples underneath the ply boards evenly for drying. 

 
 Q4.) Now that you had a chance to view the cores individually, why do you 
 think its important to take more than 1 core per tree? 
 
 
5.) Proceed to the microscopes. You will see 2 white spruce samples from the same 
tree in Firth River Alaska. These samples were cored at the end of 2010, which is the 
first, full ring boundary behind the bark. Knowing this, scientists are able to count 
the rings backwards and assign calendar years accordingly. 
  

5a.)  Count the rings back wards and mark each decade with one dot (2010, 1990 
etc), every 50 year with two dots (1950, 1850 etc) and each century with 3 dots 
(2000, 1990,). Have your partners confirm your dating. 

 
Q6.) Noting the core ID here, What is the inner most date? How old is this tree?  
What appears to be the thinnest ring? 
 
  
 
Q6a.) Look up the average climate in Alaska for this year. Anything interesting?  
 
 
 
 

STATION II. A Multiparameter Analysis of Tree-Rings 
 

1.) There are two ways we can measure the traditional proxy of ringwidth. On a 
digital program called coorecorder, and on a sliding stage micrometer.  



Q1.) To what degree precision ( in mm,) do we measure to for Tree-ring data ? 
2.)  Follow instructions to measure 10 rings via digital and manual methods. 
Q2a.) What are some of the differences between each method? Why is accuracy of 
measurements crucial? 
 
Q3.)  The sample on the computer is an Oak, while the Sample on the stage is a 
conifer.  What are some of the anatomical differences? 
 
 

STATION III. Comparing Different Growth Environments for Trees 
 

Palisades New York 
1.) Follow the link to reveal a map of Lamont Doherty Campus in Palisades NY 
https://goo.gl/maps/AnTtPPdacCm  
 Qa.) While in “map view” Select the  “terrain” Layer on google earth.  What is 
the highest elevation in the area of the forest? You may have to zoom out to read the 
topographic signatures.  
 
2.) View the photos of the Palisades and surrounding New York landscape. 
https://goo.gl/maps/dp1rJw3NGEH2  
https://goo.gl/maps/D2jkcFGUfzL2  
 
Q3.) What are some notable characteristics of the environment? While thinking 
about what affects tree growth and survival (water, space, light, competition, 
climate), describe the state of the trees growing on Lamont Campus. Are the trees 
‘happy’ and grow easily? 
 
Q4.) Lamont Campus used to be owned as a private estate from the Lamont Family 
before being developed as an educational campus. Do you think the trees here are 
old or relatively young? Why/Why not? 
 
 
 

 
Brooks Range Alaska 

1.) Q https://goo.gl/maps/tVtrk5qNXMy Firth River 
Follow the link to locate a white spruce tree site in Northern Alaska , Using the 
dropdown menu, select the terrain layer and Identify the highest elevation (m). 
 
2.) Brooks Range Photos.  Follow the links below and notice the surrounding 
environment of this site 
https://goo.gl/maps/D45cEJxQtXB2  
https://goo.gl/maps/SiuxGEF3Emo  
 
 

https://goo.gl/maps/AnTtPPdacCm
https://goo.gl/maps/dp1rJw3NGEH2
https://goo.gl/maps/D2jkcFGUfzL2
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Think Critically 
 
Q1.) Visit the following web page and summarize the definition of tree-line. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_line  
 
 
 
 
 
2.) Why might dendrochronlogists be most interested in studying trees at Tree-line 
 
 
 
 
 
3.)Describe the differences of the ecosystems between Lamont Doherty Campus and 
The Firth River AK site.  What Site would be more useful for paleoclimate 
information? 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_line

